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MEDICAL PRACTICE

Contemporary Themes

Reorganization: The First Year

III. The Future

The final session of the Chichester Conference, which was chaired by Dr. G. Macpherson, Assistant Editor, B.M.J., discussed the prospects
for the future in the light of one year's experience of reorganization. The working papers for the session are printed below, followed by
the discussion. A glossary of N.H.S. terms was published at the end of the discussion in the first session (28 June, p. 738).

Working Papers

Fewer Demands on Clinicians' Time

R. G. S. BROWN

It seems irresponsible to suggest changes in a system which is
barely a year old, and which is not yet fully operational. But
experience in the last few months should be a powerful dis-
couragement to further reorganization of the National Health
Service. Nor would it be practical politics to think of "shedding
a tier" or even renegotiating the "Grey Book." Nevertheless,
weaknesses are already apparent in the new structure. They do
not necessarily call for a complete rebuilding.
Most striking to the observer is the disillusionment of doctors,

both in hospital and in general practice. They resent the
administrative upheaval and the difficulty of finding anyone
with the authority to get things done. They are perplexed at the
proliferation of committees with ill-defined and apparently
overlapping functions. And there is a very strong feeling, except
for D.M.T. members, of being cut off from the centres of power.
The last is particularly worrying after a reorganization which
was intended to create new opportunities for clinicians to
participate in management. Some of the difficulties may be
transitional; others seem more fundamental; most of them bear
on the working of the district management team.

The District Concept

Districts were conceived as natural units of health organization,

large enough to be self-contained but small enough for clinicians
and others to identify with them. In one area being studied,
none of the four districts fully satisfies these criteria. The
boundaries cut across the old hospital catchment areas; one of
them quite ruthlessly cuts through an urban hospital complex,
severing the main acute and psychiatric hospitals from half the
populations they serve. There is now a tendency to try to re-
design services to conform with administrative boundaries. But
many clinicians want to preserve their referral and operational
patterns, and find the district an irritating impediment.
There is a good case for looking again at "unnatural" districts

before they do too much damage to the sense of professional
identification. And a real effort should be made to persuade local
authorities to adopt N.H.S. district boundaries for their personal
social service divisions.

Normally the district is too large, abstract, and complex for
the individual clinician to feel that he is involved, through his
representatives, in management. The effective level for direct
participation is the local unit or service. For the consultant, this
could be the firm, the division, or the hospital. For the G.P., it
could be the practice area, a geographical subdivision of the
district, or a health centre. But so far the reorganization seems
to have reduced the scope for effective action at these levels.
Administrators, nurses, and the other professions have created
their own hierarchies, which may or may not coincide with one
another, but seldom match medical organization patterns.
Moreover, the emphasis on sorting things out at district mwan-
agement team level reduces the autonomy of sector adminis-
trators and divisional nursing officers and tends to bring too
much business to the D.M.T. for resolution. Hence clinicians
find it difficult to discover nurses and administrators with the
authority to settle day-to-day problems, even to fix a burst pipe
in a health centre.
The obvious solution is to align the medical, administrative,
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and nursing structures as far as possible, to delegate executive
authority to the lowest possible level, and to streamline the
control system by making the local administrator responsible for
all support services other than nursing.

District Medical Administration

Problems have arisen through the juxtaposition of the district
medical committee and the Cogwheel structures. Some com-
mittees seem to do very little other than go through the minutes
of other committees. In particular, it seems difficult for the
hospital medical executive committee and the district medical
committee both to work effectively: one or the other tends to
become an electoral college, either to select consultants for the
D.M.C. or to appoint clinical members to the district manage-
ment team. The case for the D.M.C. to settle important
questions is a strong one, since it gives general practitioners a
chance to influence hospital priorities affecting their patients
and vice versa. But a D.M.C. tends to become overloaded if it has
to deal with too much detailed hospital business: many general
practitioner members are finding this aspect of its work un-
rewarding.
The answer here seems to lie in delegating as much executive

authority as possible to the divisions, and preferably to an
equivalent body on the primary care side. But such a division
must be properly serviced and have access to the nursing and
general administration. Ideally, each division would be serviced
by a sector administrator with authority to deal with immediate
matters. Business between meetings could be handled by the
chairman, the administrator, and the assigned nursing officer.

This could leave a gap if interdivisional co-operation is
required on a matter which does not warrant the attention of the
full D.M.C. The more important questions of this sort, such as
the function and organization of an outpatient department, will
be dealt with by health care planning teams, on which other
professions will be represented. Minor questions, such as when
to start a redecorating programme, can surely be handled by ad
hoc machinery.

The District Management Team

If there is enough delegation to divisions and working units, the
D.M.T. (and for that matter the D.M.C.) should be seen to be
thrashing out difficult questions ofmajor importance and not as a
remote body exerting a stranglehold on day-to-day admini-
stration. This suggests that the full D.M.T. need not meet often.
The D.M.T. is a clumsy instrument owing less to logic than to
interprofessional jealousies. In the long term we should not
lose sight of the possibility of streamlining, perhaps using the
model of the Scottish or Northern Irish District Executive
Groups. In time the inherent weakness of management by
multidisciplinary teams might even persuade the professions to
look more favourably on the idea of a chief executive-who
could be held personally responsible for failure.

In the short term, D.M.T. members should ask themselves
whether all the business really warrants the time (especially
clinicians' time) it consumes and whether some of it could not
be left to the full-time officers, acting individually or jointly and
consulting the D.M.C. chairman as required.

Districts, Areas, and Regions

From the point of view of public accountability, the chief
district officers in a multidistrict area are perhaps too free-
floating. Accountability to the area health authority is weak, and
(in England) the chief district officers have no hierarchical
superiors. In a national service, it seems inevitable that "moni-
toring" by higher levels should eventually harden up into a line

relationship, though this need not preclude a substantial measure
of delegated authority.
The main obstacle to self government at district level, how-

ever, comes from the decision to preserve area local medical
committees (under another name) and to set up statutory
advisory committees in both areas and regions. No one has spelt
out the relation of those bodies with the D.M.C. and the clinical
members of the D.M.T. The risk is that the area and region
committees will be used as channels of appeal from the D.M.C.
-especially by workers in subspecialties with no representatives
on their divisional committee. One solution would be for area
committees to meet only to resolve planning disputes between
districts, not those within districts; while the L.M.C. should,
perhaps, avoid discussion of planning issues altogether.
To sum up, the management structure could be simplified

and streamlined by defining more clearly the roles of the com-
mittees at various levels and avoiding any suggestion of an
appellate hierarchy; this should also lead to fewer and shorter
meetings making less demands on clinicians' time.

Institute for Health Studies, University of Hull
R. G. S. BROWN, M.A., PH.D., Director

If No Change-Why Not-What Next?

D. M. ROBSON

In looking to the future one is inevitably commenting on the
basis of comparatively little experience and in that sense trying
out ideas rather than making authoritative proposals. In this
paper two broad matters are considered. Firstly, that role
definition between A.T.O.s and D.M.T.s is still in a state of
flux and conceptual disagreement. There is an adequate role for
each but neither this nor satisfactory relationships between the
A.H.A. and all their chief officers have been achieved during
this first year. The second point is that any future changes
must apply equally to A.M.T.s and D.M.T.s in multidistrict
areas.
The first problem was forecast in 1973 by the Health Services

Organization Research Unit of Brunel University looking at the
A.H.A./A.T.O./D.M.T. relationships, who commented that the
A.H.A. must maintain a satisfactory balance between its two
groups of officers. They pointed out that if the A.H.A. acts only
through its A.T.O. and loses contact with D.M.T. ". . . then,
it is feared, the A.T.O. will move into the de facto position of an
interposed managerial layer between the A.H.A. and the D.M.T.
One of the central responsibilities of the A.H.A. will be to
ensure that this kind of development does not occur, and that
the status of the D.M.T. as fully accountable directly to the
A.H.A. is retained; otherwise the service to District will
inevitably suffer because those managerially in charge of the
operational integration of the services will have been reduced to
second-class status."

Experience 1974-5

A.T.O.s, who were recruited almost entirely from operational
managers, have found it difficult to develop a new role offorward
planning and of broadly assessing a larger area of health services
provision. They have not been helped by the advice about
operational matters which has flowed from the D.H.S.S. to
R.T.O.s and then via A.T.O.s to D.M.T.s, who have to act on
them. During the first year of reorganization, particularly one
which has been dominated by industrial disputes, it is not sur-
prising that maintaining the existing service has taken priority.
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